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NEW QUESTION: 1
When you finished replacing a processor and rebooted, you
received an error message stating CPU microcode is not found.
What is the first action you should take to find the cause?
A. Check the CPU driver for the latest version.
B. Check the HP website for latest BIOS or microcode update.
C. Set the CMOS microcode settings to the default.
D. Replace the defective processor.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
A. Option C

B. Option B
C. Option D
D. Option A
Answer: B
Explanation:
The primary long-term goal of executing on a business roadmap
is to realize business value. It is important to differentiate
between business value and technology value.
Technology value can be associated with the value that certain
individuals get from it, or technology value can be factored
into the overall business value as a financial factor.
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Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
Branch lifetime: Short-lived
Branch type: Feature
Feature branches are used when developing a new feature or
enhancement which has the potential of a development lifespan
longer than a single deployment. When starting development, the
deployment in which this feature will be released may not be
known. No matter when the feature branch will be finished, it
will always be merged back into the master branch.
References:
https://gist.github.com/digitaljhelms/4287848

NEW QUESTION: 4
Principles for selecting distribution columns in table design
include
A. As distributed as possible
B. Try to select fields that have a filter condition of col =
10001 in the query
C. Select the related conditions in the query as the columns
Answer: C
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